According to the Hellenistic topos, philosophy is 'medicine' for the soul in order to heal the soul just as medicine is in charge of healing the body. The 'illness' of the soul in need of healing is its passions, that is, its desire, anger, vengeance and fear.
Introduction
The aim of my study is to examine and compare the different forms, symptoms, treatments and therapy of insania in Aulus Cornelius Celsus's De Medicina and in Seneca's Medea in addition to his prose works through a text-based approach. This phenomenon will be studied in medical, philosophical and literary terms, as Seneca is a philosopher, a prose writer and a poet in one person; thus when investigating his tragedy, it is also inevitable to analyse his prose. Seneca's tragedies, his philosophy and the part of Celsus's medical encyclopedia which focuses on the patient's cognitive functioning both investigate the various causes and forms of the suffering and abnormal processes of the mental state, but obviously they do not discuss the same phenomenon. Medea's madness is evidently different from the forms of insania examined by Celsus, as it is not of the medical variety, since consists in her anger and desire for revenge, but still we can observe their connection points in some aspects, such as symptoms and therapeutic tools.
"Senecan insania": madness of psychic and physical origin
The tragedy, in order to achieve catharsis, often resorted to the phenomenon of insania, in Greek mania, showing the destructive forces of the human soul and the shocking consequences of their manifestations, which mostly manifests from the pain, loss, shame, anger and revenge of people. The character's mental disorders in mythological tragedies can be explained by both divine intervention and personal responsibility.
1 Being a philosopher at the same time, Seneca puts more emphasis on the character's inner suffering and spiritual struggle in his dramatic works than his Greek predecessors. The main act is not centered around external events but rather around the character's inner, spiritual experiences.
Seneca following the stoic traditions 2 distinguishes between two types of insania, that is, the "usual madness" of those who are in the grip of passions and the madness of those who are medically ill and treated by medical doctors (insaniam publicam et hanc quae medicis traditur), 3 as the former ones suffer from bodily illness, and the latter ones from false beliefs (morbo laborat, illa opinionibus falsis). 4 Although they are very similar in their symptoms, the two are yet different, caused differently and hence also to be treated differently. In the case of madness of bodily origin, the black bile must be treated, while in the case of insania publica the fixed errors, such as greed and ambition. Seneca brings Aristo's opinion, since according to Aristo the two types of insania are similar, but madmen of both kinds are unable to accept advice and benefit from it; and in his opinion insania publica can be healed only by an all-encompassing philosophical therapy and knowledge, similarly to the medical madness that can be cured by the treatment of purgative drugs.
5
Seneca disagrees with this, declaring that madmen of both kinds can benefit from advice.
6
He promotes changing our beliefs and values according to the Stoic philosophy, which is the medicine of the soul. Thus he accepts the doctrine of all mankind's madness, but also refers to the distinction from medical mental illness in De beneficiis: insanire omnes dicimus, nec omnes curamus elleboro; his ipsis, quos vocamus insanos, et suffragium et iuris dictionem committimus.
7 However there is a clear distinction, yet both affect the person in a similar way, as he or she is unable to accept rational argument, advice.
As a Stoic philosopher, Seneca depicts insania publica in passions, especially in anger and revenge which arise from it. Stoics many times described passions as "flutterings" (ptoia). Due to passions the soul moves in various directions, which is an abnormal condition, since it should go in one direction only.
8 A soul agitated by passions goes into overdrive, and cannot stop in a moment.
9 Such destructive passions can cause serious conditions, and according to Seneca they are "objectionable impulses of the spirit, sudden and vehement; they have come so often, and so little attention has been paid to them, that they have caused a state of disease ( morbus)…" 10 Seneca's Medea, which processes the mythological story following Euripides, is a drama of anger, passion, madness and destructive forces in the soul, hence is obviously different from medical insania in terms of cause and treatment, although we can find similarities in the case of symptoms and therapeutic tools. Medea is characterized by a high degree of self-consciousness, her monologues reveal the destructive power of passions, but she is not able to resist them. Medea already at the beginning of the drama refers to Generally, in stoic philosophy emotions are fully part of the human psyche, not emerged a subordinate and extraneous soul-part, but by nature, and are manifested in our actions. Gal. Hipp. et Plat. 4. 2. 14-18: According to Chrysippus, something similar to running happens in the human soul in the grip of passions, because if the natural driving force suddenly increases and it is more than necessary, then the soul can have surprising and unpredictable manifestations, and consequently one can act in strange ways. Thus, the driving force is necessary as long as one's common sense and emotions can function optimally. In this model, a conscious decision of the person is made when he or she starts to run, but during running he or she cannot stop in a moment. For Chrysippus, Medea is not a monster, but a person who has lost control -as the man in the state of ἀκρασία in the running model. Therefore, in his view, the conflict is not between the two separate parts of the soul but in the mind itself, whose unified psyche in some way gets involved in the situation in two aspects.
herself with the term of insania as soon as she becomes aware of Jason's wedding: incerta vecors mente non sana feror.
11
In De ira, anger is called "short madness" (brevem insaniam), the man in the state of anger is unable to have self-control, splits the threads of his most intimate relationships, and in his words: ruinis simillima quae super id quod oppressere franguntur. 12 The same thing happens to Medea, who, while being aware of acting wrongly with her ratio is distorted by anger, surrenders her temper, becomes isolated in a psychological sense, severely cuts the threads of her most important human relationships, and though suffering herself too, her vengeance overcomes her human feelings.
Medical background and Celsus's insania
During the 6 -5 century BC, the religious, philosophical and rational-scientific approaches were present at the same time, which relied on observations and accumulated experiences. 13 In later centuries, the mania / insania studied from medical and philosophical aspects became more and more distant from each other, as one approached the phenomenon mainly from an organic and medical point of view, while the other one rather from ethical side. At the same time, there are parallels in the period considered, which presuppose a link, a complex, but obscure relationship.
14 Philosophy and medicine, although separate disciplines, jointly formed the area of ancient "psychopathology". Madness in Seneca's Medea and Celsus's De Medicina ČLÁNKY / ARTICLES medicine, saying that the latter approaches the diseases from an organic point of view.
18
They collected and examined various symptoms of these mental disturbations, focusing on observation and recording the characteristics of abnormal behaviour.
Celsus is the first Latin medical specialist writer who organizes mental illnesses from a taxonomic point of view and fills the gap after Hellenistic medicine, as he has preserved a lot of data from the lost or fragmented Hellenistic medical literature. 19 In addition, he is the first one who divides insania into three parts: the first is phrenitis, the second is melancholia, and the third is equivalent to the Greek mania. However, the last one was not named by him. He distinguishes between two kinds of this latter madness: some patients suffer from hallucinations (imagines), and some are mentally deranged (animo desipere). This kind of madness is the longest-lasting category, while phrenitis is acute and melancholia is somewhere between the two in terms of duration.
20 Following Hippocratic medicine, he explains pathological mental states by the disturbance in the balance of bodily humours and the result of a feverish condition.
21
Since Celsus's encyclopedia is the only comprehensive work in Latin medical literature, and he is more or less Seneca's contemporary, it would be worth exploring and comparing the two authors' views about insania, the different forms, symptoms, causes and possible therapies of the phenomenon, including the terminological aspect.
The issue of ratio, irrationality, personal responsibility, self-consciousness, self-control are all parts of Seneca's poetic, philosophical and Celsus's medical mindset. At the same time, I would like to emphasize that the psychotherapeutic approaches are only auxiliary measures for Celsus, as insania is a physical, bodily condition in his opinion. In most cases, he emphasizes the importance of contemporary medical procedures and suggests that the patients' cognitive functioning should be enhanced by various types of measures such as blood-letting, use of purgatives, regimen, fomentation and even certain tortures as starvation, fetters, flogging and keeping the patient in complete darkness or lightness. 22 In addition, Celsus recommends fatiguing physical exercise, massage, personalized therapy, direct conversation between a patient and a doctor, and even after the mind "has returned" the change of environment and travelling once a year, which serves as a preventive medical prescription. In spite of their physical nature, the latter recommendations obviously mean "taming" the madman rather than achieving any physical change. Thus, it seems that Celsus presents madness sometimes also as a psychological condition, but in most cases, psychotherapeutic devices do not play a primary role in his work. Madness in Seneca's Medea and Celsus's De Medicina
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Common symptoms of insania in Seneca's and Celsus's works
Celsus mentions the duality of rationality and irrationality within the category of insania by examining the phenomenon of phrenitis. According to his description, a man in the state of insania behaves completely irrationally, but when he wants to get rid of his "shackles", his mind/ratio suddenly overcomes irrationality, but Celsus warns us not to believe in this impression. 23 We can observe this symptom in Seneca's Medea when Creo gets trapped by the woman during their conversation. Medea provides rational arguments in order to win one day, begs and touches Creo's heart, and this will be the king's destiny. Although Creo suspects that the woman asks for time to commit a crime, 24 he lets her plead and gives her the delay. In Celsus's case the term of dolus, in Seneca's the term of fraus represents the person in the condition of insania, in whose begging, the appearance of the rationality is a trap.
25
In Celsus's description, the patient's behaviour often changes, sometimes laughs or is sad without reason, 26 and he thinks that this symptom can be a characteristic of insania. In Seneca's Medea, this phenomenon is clearly reflected in the nurse's description. In her opinion the signs of Medea's madness are clear: once she laughs and exclaims, and at other times her eyes are brimming with tears, and then she suddenly laughs again.
27
Seneca presents the woman as the opposite of the Stoic tranquillity, who, although by anguish and spiritual conflicts, allows passions to triumph and chooses destruction.
According to Celsus, real insania develops when there is continua dementia, 28 that is to say, the patient is completely immersed in his irrational imaginations (vanas imagines) and becomes dependent on them. 29 In this case, the person speaks irrationally, completely under the influence of madness and in distinction from mere passing fever delirium.
30
Medea is absolutely immersed in her anger, vengeance and "imaginations", 31 and though driven by passions, does not commit the crime by impetus, but in the state of full consciousness that her deed is wrong, surrenders herself to the destructive forces in her soul. In Seneca's prose, we can also observe connection points between "imaginations" and madness. In his opinion disturbed people are being chased by "false dream images" 23 Cels. 3, 18, [3] [4] [5] (falsae imagines), 32 which is the symptom of madness, because treating dream images as real is a disease. They "do not put themselves in motion without any hope: they are excited by the outward appearance of something, and their crazy mind cannot see its futility".
33
In this regard, we can mention Medea's imagination when Absyrtus's figure appears and calls for revenge.
34
Common treatment methods of insania in Seneca's and Celsus's works
In Celsus's and Seneca's works, we can observe separate medical and philosophical interpretations of the heated, feverish state. Although they do not discuss the same phenomenon, especially in the case of Celsus's description about phrenitis, the treatment methods may well be similar. According to Celsus, the feverish state is an integral part of phrenitis, which has to be alleviated by various treatments. 35 However, it matters how various treatments are used: all kinds of medications are ineffective when furor reaches its top, as the fever also increases proportionately. 36 Celsus quotes Asclepiades, who says that it is necessary to let phrenitis and the fever which accompanies it go up to the top, and sanguinem mitti ac si trucidentur, 37 that is to say let the person burn in the fever, because the condition is uncontrollable and it can be cured only in the remission phase.
38
Seneca writes about this method in the same manner in the case of anger: you should not treat anger immediately with persuasion, because anger is deaf and frenzied at this time (surda est et amens) 39 and let him get time to pass over it, that is, he thinks that the starting disease can mostly be cured by tranquillity.
40
Seneca characterizes Medea's insania/furor with the rising of her body temperature and the signs of fever many times. 41 In the De ira, he explains in detail the characteristics of a man who has become angry, which are similar to the symptoms of high fever: a flaming face, shaking hands, burning eyes, trembling lips, wheezing, the convulsion of limbs, etc. In this case, the person is unable to follow his own rational thinking, and passions take control over his rationality. The nurse in her frightened speech describes the woman's madness as it grows, firing her blood. 43 Later, when both infanticides occur, Medea herself says that she could not provide more sacrifices to her anger (plura non habui, dolor), 44 that is to say, her insania through her vengeance has entered into the phase of calmness, and no one could stop her until that point.
Celsus writes about the need for the restoration of self-control in the third and chronic type of insania. In his opinion, it is very important to apply techniques in order to increase the patient's attention, concentration and self-control, such as the practice of memorization. 45 In this way, we can steer him away from his imagines step by step, and help him understand what is happening around him, what he is doing. Celsus, beyond the therapy of mental illness, has also promoted the importance of self-control in general. According to him, if the patient is unable to self-regulate himself (sibi temperare non possunt), 46 the doctor cannot heal him completely. In Stoic philosophy the importance of consciousness, self-control, personal responsibility and ratio play a major role. According to Gill, Seneca's prose offers a preventive psychological remedy to his readers, which, in today's terminology, corresponds to a sort of cognitive psychotherapy. 47 According to the philosopher, the person is responsible for the recognition, the awareness and the management of his own emotions, passions, anxiety and the elimination of the same.
48 Seneca deals a lot with the possibilities of remedia, the various treatments which can be applied by the person himself, and with the awareness that the dominance of passion means the state of insania and it requires treatment. Following the philosophical practice of his predecessors, he places great emphasis on the therapy of conversation and dialogue. 47 Gill (2013: p. 372 ). According to Gill, those writings, mainly De tranquillitate animi display similarity to the "one-to-one responsive guidance" that we can associate with the modern practice of psychotherapy.
In his opinion we can find clear reference to the importance of the psychological needs of distressed or disturbed people.
48 Sen. Ir. 2, 18-36; 3, 5-43. Cooper & Procopé (1995: pp. 33-35) in their treatise elaborate Seneca's views and advice about moral and intellectual training, that is, the need to strengthen, to deepen our 'reasoning' capacity. Madness in Seneca's Medea and Celsus's De Medicina
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Celsus does not localize the area of mental illnesses (qui certis partibus adsignari non possunt) 50 but analyses them from a holistic point of view, and, according to him, this holistic perspective has a central role in restoring the health of the mind, that is to say self-knowledge, direct contact between a patient and a physician, the knowledge of a patient's lifestyle, any medical data generated during the patient-centred observation, and, of course, the all-encompassing therapy. 51 In his opinion, everyone should be treated according to the nature of his illness (pro cuiusque natura), 52 Celsus does not recommend to generalize because everyone is different, so people's insanity might manifest in many different ways. 53 The prerequisite of the treatment is to get to know one's patient and to contact him directly. Celsus lists possible techniques to form such a relationship in the case of melancholia, such as storytelling or playing, to eliminate his fear, to raise his self-affirmation by praise, that is, to establish a direct relationship. 54 Seneca also advocates personalized therapy, in his opinion it is not possible to use the same cure for people with various diseases (pro cuiusque morbo medicina quaeratur). 55 According to him, so many kinds of soul and so many mental problems exist, and in each case you need to find the right treatment: "(...) let us seek for the remedies proper for each disease. This man may be cured by his own sense of honour, that one by travel, that one by pain, that one by want, that one by the sword". 56 Seneca also places great emphasis on the importance of the dialogue, the direct contact between the philosopher and the person in order to restore and maintain the "mad" person's healthy mental state. He agrees with Celsus that it is important to initiate a conversation and find a topic that is kind or new to the patient, so his curiosity will distract him from his madness, gives him comfort and helps to restore his rational thinking. 57 De tranquillitate animi shows characteristics of the spiritual calmness, the Stoic sage's features in the form of a dialogue. In chapter one, Serenus asks for a remedy for his spiritual weakness, as he constantly oscillates between different feelings, thoughts and does not find peace. He also mentions friendship as an important factor in achieving spiritual calmness and says that the Stoic philosopher (Seneca) is like his doctor (quare which will enable rationality to prevail over the destructive power of his passion. The antique philosophy generally attaches great importance to the dialogue. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and many other philosophers used the genre to present their philosophical theses. This topic has a very large bibliography, see e.g. Gill (2006) . 50 Cels. 3, 18, 1. enim non verum ut medico fatear?). 58 The similarity with Celsus's description is also shown by the therapeutic technique of encouragement and self-reinforcement, that is, to communicate that Serenus is on the right path, he only needs to trust himself. According to him, self-control, the impertinence of the soul, a tranquil mental state is the most important that the Greeks call euthymia. 59 In his opinion, Stoic philosophy is the medicine of the soul (remedia), which is essential to achieve the spiritual peace. Through philosophy, self-control and rational thinking become strong, thus passions cannot take control and insania cannot manifest.
We can also observe a sort of therapeutic method in Seneca's Medea. According to Szilágyi, it can be considered a drama with a moral lesson, like the "dark" equivalent of philosophical writings. Its originality is also manifested by the fact that while Euripides makes the woman's passion more visible in her surroundings, Seneca's Medea develops her emotions in long monologues, thus the author indirectly conveys the realization that there is no way out from the net of passions without the true ratio and the Stoic philosophy. 60 Her passion and rationality alternately prevail, and eventually her anger wins.
61
In fact, Seneca does not offer healing in the tragedy, but makes diagnosis, confronts his audience with the painful reality and thus leads them to the threshold of self-knowledge, as he thinks that the true virtus is the victory over ourselves. This requires selfknowledge and self-control, the ability to recognize and treat destructive passions in our souls. At the same time, the dialogue itself plays an equally important role, for which the genre of the drama creates opportunity. Generally, in tragedies the character suffering from madness often tells his/her pain and passion to a person close to him/her, who tries to discourage his/her destructive plan and restore his/her rational thinking. In this case, the nurse -but also to some extent Jason -acts as a friend, a sort of alterego, unsuccessfully.
Conclusion
The genre of the tragedy obviously cannot provide a sufficiently broad framework for a detailed presentation of this mental state, but in comparison with Seneca's prose, we can still gain a greater insight into the nature of the "Senecan insania", thus we can examine it more thoroughly. Seneca expresses the difference between insania publica and quae medicis traditur, and Medea's madness obviously belongs to the first category, since her insania is derived from her passions.
We can observe that the therapy and symptoms of insania in Celsus's and Seneca's interpretation may well be similar, although it can not be suggested that they discuss the same phenomenon, because one of them approaches the phenomenon from a medical, 58 Sen. Tranq. 1, 2. 59 Sen. Tranq. 2, 2-3.
60 Szilágyi (1977: pp. 98-128) . Szilágyi claims that the tragedy helps us to recognize the destructive emotions that threaten us, and to learn how to deal with them.
61 The struggle between love and revenge mostly appears in lines 938-943.
